
ON THE SUMMABILITY OF THE DEVELOPMENTS IN

BESSEL'S FUNCTIONS*

BY

CHARLES N.  MOORE

The object of the present paper is to establish sufficient conditions for the

summability (Cesàro) at the origin and the uniform summability in the

neighborhood of the origin of the developments in Bessel's functions. It has

also been the aim of the writer to obtain summability of as low an index as

possible without placing any considerable restriction on the function to be

developed.

The study of the behavior of the development in the neighborhood of the

origin presents much greater difficulties than the study of the development in

intervals that do not include the origin. This accounts for the fact that

previous discussions of the summability f of the development apply only to

intervals of the latter type, and that most of the previous discussions of the

convergence of the development are incomplete in the same manner.J

The difficulty in studying the development in the neighborhood of the

origin arises from the fact that the terms in which the asymptotic expansion

of the Bessel's functions can be used to advantage begin later and later in

the series as we approach the origin. Hence, in studying the series in an

interval that reaches up to the origin, the point at which we start using the

asymptotic expansion is continually shifting. This gives rise to many com-

plications and accounts for the length of that portion of this paper which

* Presented to the Society, September 4,1917, and April 12,1918. Owing to considerations

of space some of the results of these papers are reserved for later publication.

t To my knowledge there have been only two such discussions, the first a paper by myself

in these Transactions, vol. 10 (1909), pp. 391-435, hereafter referred to as Trans-

actions I, and the second to be found in Ford's Studies on Divergent Series and Summability,

Chapter V. Added later. Since the present paper was written, an article by yif. H. Young

has appeared (cf. Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, ser. 2,

vol. 18 (1919-20), p. 163), in which both the convergence and the summability are considered,

but in this case also the behavior of the development in the neighborhood of the origin is not

determined.
X As far as I am aware, the only discussion of the convergence of the developments in

Bessel's functions which is complete in this respect, is to be found in a paper by myself in

these Transactions, vol. 12 (1911), pp. 181-206, to be hereafter referred to as Trans-

actions II.
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deals with the uniform summability of the development in the. neighborhood

of the origin (§§7-21).

It may be noted that many of the lemmas obtained, particularly those in

sections 7-17, have an interest of their own and many possible applications in

other investigations, such as the study of Fourier's series. I have made no

attempt to point out explicitly these applications, as I felt that this would

detract from the unity of the paper and unnecessarily increase its length.

an asymptotic formula for the roots of a certain equation

involving Bessel's functions.   §§ 1-2

1. We wish to obtain in this section an asymptotic formula for the positive

roots of the equation

(1) ZXJ^X) + A'J,(X) = 0,

where J„(X) represents a Bessel's function of the vth order, i/ is a constant

positive or zero, and h and I are any constants not both zero. It has already

been shown in Transactions I (cf. equation (57)) that the nth positive root

of (1) satisfies the equation

il/\ (n)
(2) Xn = mr + q + ^^ ,

where q is a constant dependent on v and I, and \pi ( n ) is used to represent any

function of n that remains finite for all values of n. The object of the following

discussion is to arrive at a more precise expression for the last term.

By means of the asymptotic development for </„ (x) and Jv+l (x), equation

(1) may be replaced by the equation*

(3) cos (X — a) + ç sin (X — a) -\-¡rj— — 0,
k  ■    r«. ^i(X)
^ sin (X - a) + ~^

where k is a constant, and a is a constant that has the value \ ( 2v + 3 ) x

or \ ( 2v + 1 ) ir according as the I of equation (1) is different from or is equal

to zero.   The corresponding values of q in (2) will be given byf

IT
(4) q = rw + — + a ( r an integer or zero ).

We now set
7T 7T

(5) \ = (n + r) ir + -~ + a -\- h = mir + -~ + a -\- h.

In view of (2) and (4) the value of h corresponding to X = X„, which we shall

* Cf. Transactions I, Lemma 3.

t Cf. Transactions I, p. 415. In making use of the equations for q a slight modification

is necessary to take account of the fact that the a on page 415 has the same value 1 ( 2k + 1 ) ,

whether I is or is not zero.
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designate by hn, will be of the form \piin)/n.    We shall show further that

it is of the form k/n + \f/i (n)/n2.

From (5) and an application of Maclaurin's expansion we have

cos (X — a ) — cos ( TOTT + ~+AJ=(— 1 )m+1 sin h

(6) r        h3 1
= (-l)-+1^A-g-cos(fl1A)J>

(7)

sin (X — a) = sin f mir + -= + h j = ( — 1 )m cos h

(-1)' [l -2-cos(M)jf

where 8\ and 82 each lie between zero and one. If now we set h = k/\ — c/X2

and substitute from (6) and (7) into the left-hand side of (3), it is easy to see

that if c and X are chosen to satisfy the inequalities

(8) |vAi(X)| + Kc<iX,       \>¥,

the left-hand side of (3) will have the sign ( — 1 )m. If we substitute k/\

+ c/X2 for h, we see that if c and X satisfy the inequalities (8) the left-hand

side of (3) will have the sign ( — 1 )m+1. Hence this expression changes sign

as h passes from the value k/\ — c/X2 to the value fc/X + c/X2, and therefore

(3) has a root, X„, for a value of h, hn, between these limiting values. Thus

we see that hn is of the form k/\n + ^i (X„)/X2, and consequently, in view of

(2), of the form k/n + \f/i (n)/re2. Therefore, taking account of (4) and (5),

we have

(9) Xn = nir + q + - + —^- ,

the asymptotic formula we desired to obtain.

2. We shall now employ (9) to obtain another formula which will be of

use in later reductions.    We have from (9)

cos (X„ x — a) = cos [inir + q)x — a]

(10) V, . kx     x$iin)l
+ cos    inr + q)x — a-\-+-¿-    — cos [inir + q)x — a],

Tb Tb

By means of two elementary trigonometric reductions, the last two terms on

the right-hand side of (10) may be put in the form

l(kx     x^ijn)\   .   l(kx     xfijn)\
-28in[(nT + ?)«-a]cos2^- + -^—Jsin2^- + -^— J

1    /   n T OT uJ

— 2 cos [ ( n-K + q ) x — a ] sin2 ~ ( — +
'i(n)\

n2      )
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If we reduce this expression by expanding the sine and cosine of

1 / kx     x\[/i(n) \

2\T + _ñ?      )

by means of the formulas for sin h and cos A given in (6) and (7), and sub-

stitute the result for the last two terms of (10), we have finally

cos (X„ x — a ) = cos [ ( nw + q ) x — a ]

(H) kx  . x\j/(x, n)
-—sin [(JMT + q)x - a] -\--2-,

where \p(x, n) is used to represent a function of x and n which for all fixed

values of n is continuous in the interval ( 0 =î x == 1 ) and which remains finite

when n increases indefinitely and x varies in that interval.

SUMMABILITY  AT  THE  ORIGIN  OF  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  AN  ARBITRARY

FUNCTION  IN  TERMS  OF  BeSSEl's  FUNCTIONS.     §§ 3~6

3. We turn now to the consideration of the development

(12) T,AnJvanx),
n=l

where

I   xf(x)Jv(\nx)dx
''0

(13) 4, =
fx[JA*nX)r

Jo
dx

and Xi, A2, X3, • • • are the successive positive roots of equation (1).    We will

first establish some lemmas.

Lemma 1.    If in the interval (0 Si = 1), /(i) has a Lebesgue integral,

is continuous at the origin and such that

(1 )
/(*)-/(0)

< M (0 < x =ic =i 1),

where M is a positive constant, we have

(15)       An = ( Mi Vn + -t^ j  I    VätMz) cos {(/Mr + q)x - a)dx

M3 f 4>{x) t .
+ —t-  I   —p- (ar + o) sin {(nir + q)x — a\dx

yn Jo     yx

+(_1)4V(„)+^P+r„
■\n A„
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where An is defined by (13), 0(x) =/(x) —/(0), Mi, M2, M3, Mi, q,

a, b, and K are constants, and rn is the general term of an absolutely convergent

series.

From the definition of 0 ( x ) and the substitution y = Xx, we have

f1 f1 /(0)  fx
(16) I   x/(x)7„(Xx)dx =  I   x0(x)J,(Xx)dx+ -r^- I   yJviy)dy.

Jo Jo "       i/O

But, on integrating by parts,

(17) fyJviy)dy= f ^f+lXiy)dy = X/„+1(X) + v f J„+1 iy)dy.
Jo Jo  y Jo

Moreover,*

(18) £jy+iiy)dy = £ Jv+iiy)dy - £ Jy+liy)dy = Ki4-^^,

where Ki is a constant.

From the asymptotic expansionf for J, (Xx) we have

(19) x0(x)«/„(Xx)dx = rr I    Vx0(x) cos (Xx — a)dx

4' f0(x) .,     i rx0(x)   i   i(xx).
+ n  I   —r~ sm (Xx - a)ox + ^r I   —¡-¡—, • ax

a*./«/*   Vx v 'JeiK   xi      *   p    (Xx)p

yl r1
""•X* I    ^tix) cos (Xx — a)dx

+é'jfÉSï*<»—>*+$^ r.vrsr).
since, in view of (14)

r/A   r lAi(X)Vx 0 ( x ) cos (Xx — a ) dx = —^— ,

I     —y- sin (Xx — a)dx = —r—.
Jo       Vx a.

Furthermore

(20) rAx0(x)J,(Xx)dx=^~.

Hence finally, from (16), (17), (18), (19), and (20)

* Cf. pp. 187-188 of Transactions II.
t Cf. formula 48 of Transactions I.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 8
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(21)        i   x/(x)J"(Xx)dx =r-t j    Vx"tp(x) cos (Xx - a)dx

A' Cl<p(x)A' f'0(x) .
+ rr I   —^— sin (Xx — a)dx

X* Jo      Vx

+ f(0)—^—+-^2— +^r-

Therefore, since *

x[J-(Xx)]^x=42 + ^lSÍn2JX"a) + ^l(X)f x[J"(Xx)]2
Jo

2Xn X2 ^    X3    '

where Ai is a constant, we have

A* = {-£-'—!—jï^-~) J    Vx<p(x) cos (X„x - a)dx

(23) "^¿^J   -j^-*™ (*"X - a)dx+--^2—Jv+i(\n)

2pKif(0)     fa(\n)

But from (2)

Moreover (Transactions II, equation (42))

AJ TOT M

and (Transactions I, equation (59))

(26) sin (X„ x — a ) = sin [ ( K7t + q ) x — a] -\- .
lb

Similarly we obtain
\l/i (n) fa (n)

(27) sin2(X„-a) = sin2(nx + q - a) + ^^- = sin2(g - a) + !^^.
7h it

Also, from Transactions II, formula (43),

(28) J,+1 (Xn) = ( - 1 )n-^= + ~^        ( C a constant).
Vn        n*

Combining (24), (25), (11), (26), (27), and (28) with (23), we readily obtain
for An the formf on the right-hand side of (15).    Hence our lemma is proved.

* See Transactions I, p. 403, where a somewhat less explicit form for the left-hand side

of (22) is obtained. The present form is derived in similar fashion by using one more term

in the asymptotic expansions of J, ( X ) and J»+i ( X ).

t For the sake of future reference we note that Af i = 2 / A, where A is the A of formula

48 (Transactions I).
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4. Lemma 2.    If in the interval 0 Si x = 1, <p(x) has a Lebesgue integral

and is furthermore such that

(29) 0(X) <M (0<x^c<l),

where M is a constant and p is a constant > 0, the series whose general terms are

n I    Vx <p ( x ) cos ( qx — a ) cos ri7rx dx,
• 'o

(30)

n  I    Vx<£(x) sin (qx — a) sin nirxdx,
Jo

where q and a are constants, will be summable ( C 1 ).

We will consider first the series whose general term is the first expression

in (30).    If in that expression we substitute y = txx, it reduces to

(31) —| I     \y <p I — I cos f-a)n cos ny dy.

We shall now obtain the first Cesàro mean for the series we are discussing.

We have from a well-known formula*

,™ rilr  ■       \     (n + l)siny-sin(n+l)y
(32) £\£smry) =-w!¿-•

Differentiating both sides of the above equation with regard to y and making a

few trigonometric reductions on the right-hand side we obtain

,TO   v/'f \     sin(ii + è)2/     (n+l) + ncos(n + l)y

From this equation we obtain at once for the first Cesàro mean of the series

whose general term is (31)

i  f'^^^yi^cosfiy   aYin(n + %)ydy
4ri7r' J0       sin2 %y \tt      a )       sin \y

i*a\ /lxl\l   rfy<p(ylTT)      (qy       \,

-&X      sin2hy     ^S^--a)coS(n + l)ydy,

where the convergence of each integral, and hence the justification for writing

the expression in the form (34), is obtained from the condition (29).

The second term of (34) is readily seen to approach a limit as n becomes

infinite.   The third term is a constant multiple of a Fourier's coefficient of a

* Cf. Transactions I, p. 413.
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function having a Lebesgue integral. Hence from a theorem due to Lebesgue*

we know that it approaches zero as a limit as n becomes infinite. It remains

then to examine the first term.

It is readily seen that a positive constant, K, exists, such that for all values

of y
Isin (n +.%)y\

(35)
n sin \y

<K.

Moreover, a positive e being assigned, we may choose 5 such that

(36) i?J.   |    sin2 ±2/     C0S{^-°l)\dy<2K'

and 5 being thus chosen, we may then select an to such that

tvr\ 1     C" I ̂ y<¡>(y¡*)        (W        \ sin(n + |)y ,       e
(37) wja   |     sin»**     C0SU-ar    sinly       dy<2     (n = mh

From (35), (36), and (37) it follows at once that the first term in (34) may be

made less than e by choosing n ¡S m. Hence this term approaches zero as a

limit as n becomes infinite. Thus it follows that (34), or the first Cesàro

mean of the series whose general term is the first expression in (30), approaches

a limit as n becomes infinite, and the first part of our lemma is proved.

Let us consider now the series whose general term is the second term in (30).

If we set y = TTX, this term reduces ti

—I I     yy <f> I - j cos Í-a j n sin ny dy.

But, from a well-known formula,

,<m vYv "l     sinH(n + l)y     n + 1
(38) £ IS COS Ty ) =       2 sin2 \y-2~-

Whence, differentiating both sides with respect to y,

(n + 1) sin (n + \)y     sin2^ (n + 1 ) y cos |y
(39) X ( Z r sin ry ) =

m=l \r=l / 4 sin2 \y 2 sin3 \y

Thus we have for the first Cesàro mean of the series we are discussing, the

expression

x/"^î-)-(f-«)-|^SiL"»«''+1"*-
* Cf. Lebesgue, Sur les séries trigonomêtriques,  Annales de l'école  normale

supérieure, ser. 3, vol. 20 (1903), pp. 471-Í73.
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The integral in the first term is a constant multiple of a Fourier's coefficient

of a function having a Lebesgue integral. Hence, by the theorem of Lebesgue

quoted above, this term approaches zero as a limit as n becomes infinite.

By a discussion entirely analogous to the discussion of the first term of (34)

it may be shown that the second term of (40) approaches zero as a limit as n

becomes infinite. Hence (40) approaches a limit as n becomes infinite and

therefore the series whose general term is the second term of (30) is summable

( C 1 ). Our lemma is thus completely established.

5. Lemma 3.    The series whose general terms are

f
pJo

- .— cos ( qx — a ) sin nwx dx,
Vx

(41)
(i)

VaT
sin ( qx — a ) cos nirx dx,

will be summable ( C 1 ), provided 0 (x) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.

We will consider first the series whose general term is the first expression

in (41).    If we set y — trx, this expression reduces to

Making use of (32) we have for the first Cesàro mean of the series whose

general term is (42)

(43)

i (í+i\r^iiii.C0S(M_a)í^dy
= Vïr\        »/Jo    Vy sin |y        \t /sinfy"

1     r tiyl*)     sin (n+l)y       (qy        \,
-p I    —f=-:—7- ■ -^i-cos I-a I dy,

4VWo    Vûsiniw        «-sin ¿2/ \i J

the required property of 0 ( x ) assuring the convergence of each integral

involved. The first term in (43) evidently approaches a limit as n becomes

infinite. By a discussion entirely analogous to that for the first term of (34)

it may be shown that the second term approaches zero as a limit as n becomes

infinite. Hence the whole expression (43) approaches a limit as n becomes

infinite, and the series whose general term is the first term of (41) is summable

ici).
Consider now the series whose general term is the second expression in (41).

By means of the transformation y = îtx this expression reduces to

(44)     ^r*A$isin{<^-a)cosnydy-
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Making use of (38) we have for the first Cesàro mean of the series whose

general term is (44)

1     n cp(y/ir)     sin|(n+l)ysinl sm(^-a)d
2VÏJ0    Vysini/        nsinfo n2{ )y*myT      a)   y

-Ä(^)r^r-(f-"K
where again the convergence of the integrals involved is secured by the con-

dition on <p ( x ). The second term of (45) obviously approaches a limit as n

becomes infinite, and the first term may be shown to approach zero as a limit

as n becomes infinite by a discussion completely analogous to that for the

first term of (34). Hence the whole expression (45) approaches a limit as n

becomes infinite, and the series whose general term is the second expression

in (41) is summable ( C 1 ).

Our lemma is thus completely established.

6. We are now ready to prove the following theorem :

Theorem I. If f(x) is such that <p(x) =/(x) —/(0), satisfies the con-

ditions of Lemma 2, the development of f(x) in Bessel's functions of order

v ( v S 0 ) will be summable ( C § ) at the origin.

For the case v > 0 the theorem is trivial, since Jv (0) = 0 for v > 0 and

henc   all the terms of the series are zero.

For v = 0 the general term of the series (12) becomes ^47l since Jo (0) = 1,

and therefore it may be reduced to the expression on the right-hand side

of (15). From Lemmas 2 and 3* and a theor mf due to M. Riesz it follows

that the first and second terms of this expression are the general terms of

series summable (C |). The third and fifth terms are general terms of con-

vergent series and the fourth term reduces to zero. Hence each term is the

general term of a series summable ( C § ) and consequently the whole expression

is the general term of such a series.    Our theorem is therefore established.

A   GENERALIZATION  OF  THE   RiEMANN-LeBESGUE  THEOREM  AND   A   FURTHER

PRELIMINARY  LEMMA.     § 7

7. We will next obtain certain sufficient conditions for the uniform sum-

mability (Ci), in the neighborhood of the origin, of the series (12). We

find it necessary to establish a series of lemmas before proceeding to the

main theorem.

* In applying Lemma 3, we note that if <f> ( x ) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2, so

ajso does the function <f> ( x ) ( x2 + 6 ).

fCf. Paris Comptes Rendus, 12 June, 1911, also Hardy-Riesz, The general

theory of dirichlet's series.
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Lemma 4. Iff iy) is integrable (Lebesgue) in the interval ( c, d) and d>ix, y)

is a continuous function of x and y in the region (o Si x = b; c S! y Si d),

then the integrals

f iy)<p ix, y) cos nydy, j   fiy)d> ix, y) sin ny dy

will approach zero uniformly for all values of x in ( a, b) as n becomes infinite.

This lemma is a generalization of Lebesgue's theorem that the Fourier's

constants of an integrable function approach zero as a limit.* The proof

follows the same general lines as the proof of that theorem.

We will consider only the first integral in (46), as the proof for the second

integral is entirely analogous. Since fiy) is integrable we can choose M

sufficiently great that for the set of points E of ( c, d ) for which ¡ / ( y ) | > M

(47) \ jjiy) d> ix, y) cos nydy  <^       (^ =a =lx<b

2,3, •

where e is an arbitrary positive quantity.

Let Ei be the set of points of (c, d) complementary to E. Since fiy)'is

bounded on Ei, this set may be divided into a finite number of measurable

sets ei, e2, • • •, ep, in each of which the oscillation oí fiy) is less than

(48) 8 = 4(itf + K)ic-d)'

where K is the maximum absolute value of d> ( x, y ). Moreover, each set eq

may be enclosed in a finite or infinite set of intervals of measure to ( eq ) + v,

where

(49) "'sMTp-

Let I represent the totality of the intervals enclosing the sets eq and fiiy)

a function of y agreeing with fiy) on Ei, and on the other points of each set

of intervals in which an eq is enclosed defined to have the value of /iy) at

some point of eq.   Then

I fiy)<pix, y) cosnydy -  I /i iy)<¡>ix, y) cos ny dy
Je¡ Ji

< MKpv = £.

Moreover, since c6 ( x, y ) is continuous in a closed region and therefore uni-

* L. c. § 4; also Hobson, Theory of functions of a real variable, pp. 674-675. Lebesgue's

theorem is a generalization to the case of integrals of his type of the corresponding theorem

due to Riemann.

(50)
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formly continuous, we can subdivide the intervals of 7 in such a way that in

each of the new intervals the oscillation of <p ( x, y ) is less than 5 for any value

of x in (a, b). Then in each of these intervals the oscillationoîfi(y)<f>)x, y)

is less than ( M + K ) 5, for we have for any two values of y, j/i and y2, in

one of these intervals

\fi(yi)4>(x,y2) -fi(yi)<t>(x,yi)\

(51) =i |/i(2/2) I • I <p(x, y2) - <p(x, 2/1) I

+ \<t>(x,yi)\ ■ \fi(y2) -fi(yi)\ < (M + K)S.

Furthermore, of the subdivided intervals corresponding to each set eg, we

may choose a certain number rq in descending order of magnitude so that the

sum of the remaining intervals is less than n, 77 being defined by (49). Then

we have

(52)

fi(y)4>(x, y) cos ny dy -Y, X I    f 1 (y ) <t> (x, y) cos ny dy
Ji 9=1 i=\ Jiq¡ t

< MKpv = g,

where lq, .- represents the ¿th interval of the rq intervals associated with eq.

If we represent by cq, ,■ ( x ) the yalue of f ( y ) <f> ( x, y ) for some particular

value of y in the interval lq, ,-, we have, in view of (51) and (48),

(53)

q=p i=r,  f     ç C ]

X) X) fi(y)<t>(x, y) cosnydy-cq,i(x)  I    cos ny dy
S™»   <="   I   J'q,i Jig, i I

< (M + K)(c -d)S = (a^x^b).

Also, for all values of x in (a, b),

I q=p i=r,

(54)

q =p i=r, /»

S Xe?. «•(a;) I  cos nydy
x=l   1=1 Jz„ 4

<

2MK(ri + r2+ ■■■ + rq)

If now we choose a value m of n, large enough to make the right-hand

side of (54) less than \ e, we have on combining (47), (50), (52), (53), and (54)

f(y)<t>(x, y) cos nydy < e
(n^m    \

a^x^b)'

Our lemma is therefore proved.

Lemma 5.    If <p(x, y) is integrable (Lebesgue) with regard to y in the interval

(a 7â y = b) for all values of x such that (c =i x S d) and for any positive e
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*sa

<p(x, y)\dy < e (eiigi

when e is properly chosen, and if furthermore F (x, y, n) is a function that re-

mains finite for all values of x and y in the region (a Si y Si 6; c Si x Si ¿)

and all values of n, and is such that

lim F (x, y, n) = 0
n—*-oo

uniformly for ail values of x and y in the region (a + 5siy = 6; c si x Si d ),

where S is any quantity > 0, then

lim   J   <p(x,y)F(x,y,n)dy = 0
n—*oo Ja

uniformly for all values of x such that ( c Si x Si d ).

A positive « being assigned, we may in view of the conditions of the lemma

choose ô such that

I      <p(x, y)F(x, y, n)dy
I Ja

(55) < (cSixSid).

Then, 5 being fixed, we can select an m such that

(56) I     <p(x,y)F(x,y,n)dy
Ja+S

Combining (55) and (56) we obtain

I r"
I   <p(x,y)F(x,y,n)dy

I Ja

and our lemma is proved.

<

<   €

(n =i m    \

c^x<d)'

(n^.m    \

cSixSid/'

Lemmas on the uniform summability of certain types of

trigonometric series.    §§ 8~12

8. Lemma 6. If g (y) is integrable (Lebesgue) in the interval (0 si y Si ir),

is continuous in the interval (0 Si y Si c), and is such that g(y)/y1+p, where

p > 0, remains finite as y -> 0, and if furthermore the integral

lg(x + 2t) -2g(x) +g(x-2t)
(57) dt

exists and approaches zero uniformly with u for all values of x in the interval

(0 < x = c), then the series whose general terms are

Í(58)       n cos nx I    G ( y ) cos ny dy,        n sin nx I    G ( y ) sin ny dy,fJo
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where

(59) G(y) = g(y)-y9^f,

will be uniformly summable for all values of x in the interval ( 0 < x S c ).

We will prove the lemma only for the series corresponding to the first

term in (58), since the proof for the other case is entirely analogous. This

term may be written in the form

(60)
1 /" if»
-J    G(y)ncos n(y + x)dy + -J    G(y)n cos n(y - x)dy.

In view of (33) the first Cesàro mean for the series whose general term is the

first term of (60), is given by

81
g(y) _ y2_sin (n + §)(y + x)d

y2    ' sin2 % (y + x)        n sin \ (y + x)       y

g(x)      i"      sin"fx y sin (n+|) (y+x)

(61)

)__   Ç"      sin" |x_y_sin (n+%)(y+x)

8x sin" %x X   sin?% (y+x)   sin2-'! (y+x)       n sin % (y+x)      y

8\        rc/LJo      2/2      sin2 i (í/ + ¡r)   *

g(»)     p       sin" \x y 1

sin"£a:J0   sin" i (y + a;) ' sin*-'i (y + x)   y]x sinp

g (y) y2 ,    L1W   ,   w   ,    g(aQ

7_'sinH(y + ^)'C0S(,l + 1)(y + ^ + 87¡h^8 J„

/*»        sin" a; w2~" 1
X  I      • „ i /-;-x •   ■ ■>_„ i 7—,-; • —¡—.', c°s (n + 1) (y + x)dy.
* Jo   sin" \ (y + x)   sin2 "!(?/ + .t)   y1'"       v    T    JKy^   '  y

If we break up the integral in the second term of (60) into f02x and /£., the

first Cesàro mean for the series whose general term is the part of this term

corresponding to the second integral may be written in the form (61) provided

we replace (y + x) wherever it occurs by (y — x), and use for the lower

limits of the integrals 2x instead of zero. The discussion of the various terms

of this expression is then found to be entirely analogous to the discussion of

(61) as written above. We shall therefore carry through the latter discussion

and omit the former one.

It follows from Lemma 5 that as n becomes infinite the first and second

terms of (61) approach zero uniformly for all values of x in the interval

(0 < x S= c ). That the third term approaches a limit uniformly for all

values of x in the same interval as n becomes infinite is readily apparent.

If in the fourth and fifth terms we expand cos (n + \) (y + x) in terms of
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functions of ( n + 1 ) y and ( n + 1 ) x, we may show by an application of

Lemma 4 that these terms approach zero as a limit uniformly in the interval

(0<ïëc) as re becomes infinite. Thus it has been shown that the first

term of (60) is the general term of a series that is uniformly summable ( C 1 )

in the interval ( 0 < x ^ c ).

We turn now to the discussion of the second term. We pointed out above

that the discussion of the portion of this term corresponding to /¿ is analogous

to the discussion of the first term. It remains then to consider the portion

of the second term corresponding to /^. We have for the first Cesàro mean

of the series whose general term is this portion

sin in + ?) iy - x) - (n + 1) sin § (i/ - x)

(62)     T21_- w-cos (n + l)(y - x) sin|(y - x) 7

i    Giy)~ ~~-8» Bin-* (i,-z)-dy-

If in (62) we break up the interval of integration into ( 0, x ) and ( x, 2x ),

set y — x = — 2t in the first interval and y — x = 2t in the second, and then

recombine and make use of (59), we obtain

1  Ç^gjx + 2Q - 2g(x) + g(x - 2Q      f      sin (2n + 1 )t
at

4J„ t2 sin21 n sin t

rao, Ui   i.^  rß9ix + 2t)-2gix)4-gjx-2t)      ?
(63)    -i\1+ñ)X ~r~       — s?i*

1  r*i>g(x + 2t)-2g(x)+g(x-2t)      t2 .,*,*

where the convergence of the various integrals, and hence the justification

for breaking up into three terms, follows from the requirement on g ( y ) that

the integral (57) exist. In view of the further requirement that this integral

approach zero with u uniformly for all values of x in the interval (0 < x = c )

and Lemma 5, it follows that the first term of (63) approaches zero uniformly

for all values of x in the same interval as n becomes infinite. That the second

term approaches a limit uniformly for values of x in the same interval as n

becomes infinite is readily apparent.    It remains to discuss the third term.

Given a positive e, we may in view of the condition imposed on the integral

(57) choose b < 5 x and so small that

m    [1  rsgix + 2t)-2gix)4-gix-2t)      t2 ,1W#»,L
(64)   m -j2-    -.Sñoos2(ii + 1).A  <

If in the portion of the third term of (63) corresponding to /¡'2 we reverse the

transformations previously made, it becomes
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(65)

i r*-îS i
"si    G(<yhin2Hy-x)cos{n + iny~x)dy

- lLu6{y)*n*h(y-x) C0S {n + 1} {y - X)dy-

If in each term of (65) we expand cos ( n + 1 ) ( y — x ) in terms of functions

of ( n + 1 ) y and ( n + 1 ) x, it follows from Lemma 4 that for large enough

values of n (65) is less in absolute value than § e for all values of x in ( 0 < x

Si c ). Hence the third term of (63) approaches zero uniformly for all values

of x in this interval as n becomes infinite.

We have now shown that each term of (63) approaches a limit uniformly

for all values of x in the interval (0<xSic)asra becomes infinite. Hence

(63) and therefore (62) has this same property. It follows then that the series

whose general term is the portion+of the second term of (60) corresponding

to /02x is uniformly summable ( C 1 ) in the interval ( 0 < x si c ). As we

have pointed out before the proof of the uniform summability of the series

whose general term is the portion corresponding to J?x is analogous to the

proof of the corresponding fact for the first term of (60). Hence each term

of (60), and therefore (60) itself or the first term of (58) is the general term of a

series that is uniformly summable ( C 1 ) in the interval (0<xSic). As

pointed out before the proof for the second term of (58) is analogous, and

therefore our lemma may be regarded as established.

9. Lemma 7. If g(y) satisfies the first three conditions of Lemma 6, and

furthermore the integral

(66) p(x + 2t)-g(x-2t)dt

exists, and the function

(67) 9l(x,u)=l£
1  f"g(x + 2t) - g(x-2t)dt

t

is such that its total variation in the interval ( 0 Si u Si y ) approaches zero with y

uniformly for all values of x in the interval (0 < x Si c ), then the series whose

general terms are

(68)       n sin nx I    G (y) cos ny dy,       n cos nx I    G (y) sin ny dy,
Jo Jo

where G(y) is defi ed by (59), will be uniformly summable for all values of x in

the interval ( 0 < x Si c ).

We will prove the lemma only for the series corresponding to the first term

in (68), since the proof for the second term is entirely analogous. The first

term may be written in the form
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l C* IC"
(69)     2/    Giy)n sm niy + x)dy -^J    Giy)n sin niy - x)dy.

In view of (39) the first Cesàro mean for the series whose general term is the

first term of (69) is given by

H1+")I 9Âp-^y~+x-)-un{n + lUyJrx)dy

1/ 1\    gjx)     Ç'       sin^
8 \        n J x sinp \x J0   sinp 5 ( y

y2-"

1 fg{y) y2
4 J»

+ x)   sin2-" \{y + x)

X^sin in + l)(w + z)cfy

<7°) 4 J0     w2   'sin4(y + a;)

+

sin (n. + l)%jy + x)  .

n sin|(w + a;)

gix)     r       s\n'\x

x    nZili+x) ^^(n + iHiy + ̂ cosHy + ^dy

l_  Ç"_si
§xj0   sin" Ixsm"%xj0   sin"|(w + a;)    sin2-"^« + x)

sin(n + l)i(y + a:)., .. , , .        , .,
X       Msinè(V+x)       sin(M+l)è(y + ,)cos|(y + a;)dy.

If we break up the integral in the second term of (69) into f02x and f."x, the

first Cesàro mean for the series whose general term is the part of this term

corresponding to the second integral may be written in the form (70) provided

we replace (y + x) wherever it occurs by (y — x), and use for the lower

limits of the integrals 2x instead of zero. The discussion of the various terms

of this expression is then found to be entirely analogous to the discussion of

(70) as written above.    We shall therefore give only the latter discussion.

It follows from Lemma 4 that the first and second terms of (70) approach

zero uniformly for all values of x in the interval (0<zSic)asn becomes

infinite. By the use of Lemma 5 we may establish the same property for the

third and fourth terms. It follows then that the series whose general term

is the first term of (69) is uniformly summable ( C 1 ) in the interval ( 0 < x

Sc).

We turn then to the second term. As pointed out above the discussion of

the portion of this term corresponding to f£x is analogous to the discussion

of the first term. It remains to consider the portion corresponding to /„x.

We have for the first Cesàro mean of the series whose general term is this

portion
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(n + 1) sin (n + 1) (y - x) sin% (y - x)

,.n    1  C ni   ^_- 2 sin2 (n + l)j (y - x) cos^ (y - x) J
(71)   §J0   Giy)-»Bm'K*-*) ~~dy-

If in (71) we break up the interval of integration into (0, x) and (x, 2x),

set y — x = — 2t in the first interval and y — x = 2i in the second, and then

recombine and make use of (59), we obtain

J(1 + l)jf(#(.+.)_f(._,),-iiÊfiiî«

(72)

_ f ! + 1 ̂  ?!?_)  f2-L . sin2(n + l)<<ft
\        n J    x    Ja    sin t sin í

1    r/2,   , ^ x , « v, sin2 (n+ 1)<
_2^J0     {g(*+'2í)-g(*-2í)}cosí

sin3 í
eft

,  2g(a)  f"2   Í      sin'(»+!)*,,,,
H-I     ~—: •-^~2~i-t at.

nx   J0    sin t sin21

From the fact that g(x)/x approaches zero with x and the well-known

properties of Dirichlet's integral and Fejér's integral it follows without diffi-

culty that the second and fourth terms approach a limit uniformly for all

values of x in the interval (0<x=|c). It remains to consider the first

and third terms.

We may replace the first term by

(73) i(l + -1)  r9(x + 2t)-g(x-2t)   ■¡n2(.+ l)f|Bt
4 \        n ) J0 t t

for the difference between the two expressions has the form

1 / 1 \   rxt2> t2 — sin t2
(74) |(1 +-)J      \g {x + 2t) - g (x-2t)\~f^ff sin 2 (n+\)tdt,

which expression, in view of a theorem due to Hobson,* approaches zero

uniformly for all values ofa;in(0<x^c). That (73) approaches a limit

uniformly in the same interval may be shown by a discussion analogous to

that given by de la Vallée Poussin in establishing a certain sufficient con-

dition for the convergence of Fourier's series.f The function gi(x,u)

defined by (67) corresponds to the function F(u) introduced in de la Vallée

Poussin's discussion, and the modifications necessary to establish uniformity

•Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, ser. 2,

vol. 5 (1907), p. 277; also Theory of functions of a real variable, p. 683.

t Cf. Un nouveau cas de convergence des séries de Fourier, Palermo Rendiconti,

vol. 31 (1911), p. 296.
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of approach are readily apparent. It was in order to secure this uniformity

that the restriction upon F(u) made by de la Vallée Poussin was replaced

in the hypothesis of our lemma by a corresponding restriction of a uniform

character.

We turn now to the discussion of the third term of (72).    We may replace

it by

(75) - t£ß {9{X + 2t)-9(x- 20} Si°2 {nt3+ ^dt,

since the difference between the two expressions,

■**'* ,   ,        „ , ,        „ ., sin31 — t3 cos ti rxß
(76)       -¿J     {g(x + 2t)-g(x-2t)\

t3 sin21

sin ( n + 1 ) t

n sin t
sin (n + \)tdt,

is readily seen from Lemma 5 to approach zero uniformly for all values of x

in(0<xSsc).    It remains to establish the same for (75).

We break up the interval of integration in (75) into (0, a) and (a, \ x),

where a is any positive number < \ x, and consider first the part of (75)

corresponding to the former interval. If in this part we integrate by parts,

making use of (67), we obtain

2 sin2(n+l)a
■gi(x, 2a)

n~ a

(77) +2(l+^)jrV(z,2*

_4 f
n X

,sin2(ra + l)i
)--t-dt

i     p^sin2 (n+\)t 3a
gi(x, 2t)-^-dt.

That the second term of (77) approaches a limit uniformly for all values of x

in(0<xSic)asn->oo, provided we properly choose a, follows readily

from the condition imposed on ^i ( x, u ). The proof follows the lines of the

well-known treatment of Dirichlet's integral in the theory of the convergence

of Fourier's series, the necessary modifications being obvious. The third

term of (77) may be replaced by

(78) ^jTa?i(x,2i) sin2 (n + l)t

sin21
dt,

since their difference, for a proper choice of a, is readily seen to approach

zero uniformly in ( 0 < x Si c ) as n becomes infinite. That (78) approaches

a limit uniformly for values of x in the same interval may be shown by a
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discussion analogous to Fejér's proof of the summability of Fourier's series,*

the modifications to establish uniformity being apparent. The quantity a

having been suitably chosen so as to secure the uniform approach to their

limits of the second and third terms of (77), we may for this choice of a make

the first term of (77) uniformly small for all values of x in (0 < x ?= c ) by

choosing n sufficiently large.

Thus we see that each term of (77), and therefore the whole expression,

or the part of (75) corresponding to /„", approaches a limit uniformly in

(0<xSc)asn-*°o, provided a is properly chosen. It is then easy to

see that for this fixed value of a the part of (75) corresponding to /f2 may be

made as small as we please by choosing n sufficiently large. Thus it follows

that (75), or the third term of (72), approaches a limit uniformly in (0 < x

Si c ) as n -» co . Since we had previously established this same property

for the other three terms of (72), it follows that the whole expression, or (71),

has this property. Hence the part of the second term of (69) corresponding

to f^ is the general term of a series that is uniformly summable ( C1 ) in

(0 < x S c ). Since the same is true for the part corresponding to f^ it

follows that the whole term has this property. Since we had previously shown

the same for the first term, it follows that (69), or the first term of (68) has

this sa«me property. The proof for the second term being analogous, our

lemma may be regarded as established.

10. Lemma 8. If g(y) satisfies the first threi conditions of Lemma 6, the

series whose general terms are

(80) cos nx I    -cos ny dy,       sin nx I    -sin ny dy,
Jo     y Jo     y

where G(y) is defined by (59), will be uniformly summable ( C 1 ) for all values

of x in the interval (0 < x si c ).

We will prove the lemma only for the series corresponding to the first term

in (80), since the proof for the other case is entirely analogous. That term

may be written in the form

(81) ~|    -—— cos n(y + x)dy + - |    —— cos n(y - x)dy.
l Jo    y ¿ Jo    y

In view of (38) the first Cesàro mean for the series whose general term is the

first or second term of (81), is given by

'Mathematische Annalen, vol. 58 (1903-04), pp. 54-59. A more compact

discussion in which the conditions on the function are in agreement with our present restric-

tions, may be found in my symposium paper, Bulletin of the American Mathe-

matical Society, ser. 2, vol. 25 (1919), pp. 259-260.
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(82)

1 fg(y)   sin2±jn4-l)iy±x)d       g(x)
4n X      y sin2 \ i y ± x ) *       4nx

J0 sm2%iy±x) 4\        nj [J0      y      » x    )'

where the upper sign corresponds to the first term, the lower to the second.

It is readily seen that the third term in (82) approaches a limit uniformly

for all values of x in the interval (0<x^c)asw becomes infinite. It

remains to consider the first and second terms. If in the second term, the

upper sign being used, we set \ i y + x) = t, it takes the form

q(x)  pr+2sin2(rt4- l)t

'x/iHär
From the second condition imposed on g'iy), it is apparent that o(x)/x

approaches zero with x. Hence, given an arbitrary positive e, we may choose

a corresponding ô such that (83) is less in absolute value than e for all values

of x in the interval ( 0 < x Si b ) and all values of n. Then, b being fixed, we

may choose an to such that (83) is less in absolute value than e for all values

of x in the interval (5Sï = c), provided n 1= m. Thus we see that (83),

and hence the second term of (82), the upper sign being-used, approaches

zero uniformly for all values of x in the interval (0 <k^c) as n becomes

infinite.

We turn now to the consideration of the first term of (82). Since giy)/y

approaches zero with y, we may choose a b corresponding to an arbitrary

positive e, such that

/oa\ \— fSgJjL>   sin2|(n + l)(y + x) «    /     0<*<c     \
(m) \4nJQ     y    ' Sin2i(î/ + a;) aV  <2    W = 1,2,3,-.J

Then, S being fixed, we may choose m such that

/«jn I_L rsiy) sin4(» + i)iy + x)        e    ¡o<x<c\
{   } \4nJs      y    "        sin2fU + x)        ay < 2      V   n>«   P

Combining (84) and (85), we see that the first term of (82), the upper sign

being used, approaches zero as a limit as n becomes infinite, uniformly for

all values of x,in the interval (0 < x ^ c).

We have now shown that the third term of (82) and the first and second

terms, the upper sign being used, each approach a limit uniformly for all values

ofxin(0 <x3ic),asn becomes infinite. Hence the first term of (81) is the

general term of a series that is uniformly summable ( C 1 ) in the interval

(0<x=íc).    It remains to establish the same for the second term.
Trans. Am. Math. Soo. 9
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If in the first and second terms of (82), the lower sign being used, we make

the transformation y — x = 2t, and then combine them into a single term,

they take the form

«   ¿xrnx + 2t)     g(x)

+ 2t

sin2 (n+l)t

sin21
dt.

Since g(x)/x is continuous in the closed interval (0 Si x Si c), and therefore

uniformly continuous there, we may choose a ô corresponding to an arbitrary

positive e, such that

<87> i
g(x + 2t)     g(x)

x + 2t x

sin2 (n + l)t

sin21
dt <

Then, S being fixed, we may choose an m such that

0 < xsic
» - 1,2,3, •

0 < «Si «
0 <«Si «

(88)

(89)

g(x)

x + 2t x

*'2[g(x + 2t)     g(x)

1 p* \g(
■^ J- x/i

lnjs

sin2 (n + l)t
dt

x + 2t

sin21

sin2 (n +

sin21

<

dt

/0 <x^c\

\    n ^ to    )'

<

Combining (87), (88), and (89), we see that the first and second terms of (82),

the lower sign being used, approach zero as a limit uniformly in(0<xSic)

as n becomes infinite. Since the third term also approaches a limit uniformly

in this same interval, it follows that the second term of (81) is the general

term of a series that is uniformly summable ( C 1 ) in that interval. As we

have previously shown that the first term is the general term of such a series,

it follows that the whole expression (81) or the first term in (80) has the same

property. Hence our lemma is proved for this term and, as pointed out

before, the proof for the second term is analogous.

11. Lemma 9.    If g(y) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 7, the series whose

general terms are

(90) cos nxXG(y)
sin ny dy, sin nx

iJo

G(y)
cos ny dy,

where G(y) is defined by (59), will be uniformly summable (C 1 ) for all values

of x in the interval (0 < x Si c ).

We will consider only the first, term in (90), the proof for the second term

being analogous.    The first term may be written in the form

(91) XG(y)
sin n(y + x)dy +- j

"G(y)

y
•sin n(y — x)dy.

In view of (32) the first Cesàro mean for the series whose general term is the

* If í x < &, (88) is a consequence of (87) for all values of n; if i x ^ S we choose m so

as to make both (88) and (89) hold.
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first term of (91), is given by

Á1+ñ)X -Y~-sinUy + x)-C0S-Ay + x)dy

Vi i iv(a) r x"     yl~"
4\    "Wx1+>J0   (y + x)" ' (y + x)1'»

(92)

y + x 1
X -—r-;—;—ñ " cos k ( y + x ) • -¡—. aw

sin | (y + x) 2 w t/1-''  *

8

i rgiy). y sin (n + l)(y + x)¿

8 J0      w2      sin|(w + x)        nsin§(w + x)       ^

lg(x)  ('"      x" y1'"

8 x1+" J0   (w + x)"' (w + x)1-"

x        y + x sin (re + l)(y + x)      1

sin^(u + x)-     resinè(« + x)      ' y1'" y '

where the p is the p of the third condition in Lemma 6. From the conditions

imposed on g ( y ) it follows readily that each term of (92) approaches a limit

uniformly for all values of x in ( 0 < x ^ c ), as n becomes infinite. Hence the

first term of (91) is the general term of a series that is uniformly summable

( C 1 ) in the above interval. It remains to establish the same for the second

term.

The first Cesàro mean for the series whose general term is the second term,

may be written in the form

(93)
g(y) _ g(x) 1 sin (n + l)(y - x) d

y x    J       sm4(y-x)        V'

If we break up the interval of integration for each integral in (93) into two

parts ( 0, 2x ) and ( 2x, x ), the part of (93) which corresponds to the second

interval may be put in a form that differs from (92) only by having 2x for the

lower limit of the integrals, instead of zero, and by having (y — x) wherever

(y + x) occurs in (92). This part of (93) is readily seen to approach a limit

uniformly in (0 <x^c) asn becomes infinite. It remains to consider the

other part.

If in this latter part we set y — x = 2t, it may be written in the form,

->*<g(x + 2t)     g(x)

_l r
8n.)0

K>+è)jcrx + 2t x

(94)
_ _1_  r*/2[g(x + 2Q     g(x)    sin2(re + l)<

4reJ_ï x + 2í x     í sin21

cot t dt

*(*■} 1 ain 9.(n. -i- 1 M
dt.
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If we break up the intervals of integration of the integrals in (94) into ( — ̂  x,

0 ) and ( 0, \ x ), set t = — t in the integrals over the first interval and then

recombine, we obtain

1(^)1"*'iigix + 2t)     gix-2t)
cot t dt

x + 2t x - 2t

(95)
(gix + 2t)     gix-.2t)\sin2in+l)t

4iiJ0 x + 2i x - 2t sin21

The first term of (95) may be written in the form

2
(96),

i /     i \ r'2   i
2,1 +n)i    ^+2^(* + 2t) - '<'* - 2t)] COttdt

/       !\! f*n    x       g(x _ 2t)
-2{1+ñ)xl    x-+2t--x-^2T-tC0ttdt-

It is readily seen that the second term of (96) approaches a limit uniformly

for all values of x in ( 0 < x = c) a,sn becomes infinite. It remains to establish

the same for the first term.    That term may be written in the form

n+1    1  Cx'2gjx + 2t) -gjx-2t)dt

XJo2n      x J0 t

,~„n m + 1  Cxß ,   ,        Aê. ,        „ ,, t cos t — sin t   ,

<97)        +^n-J0 ^* + *>-^*-Ä>»öTfS)?3ri*

_ n + l. I (xß\ g(» + a) _ y(»-a)
n       xj0 x + 2t x + 2<

di.

It follows from the conditions imposed upon ¡7(2/) that each term of (97)

approaches a limit uniformly in (0 <iëc) as n becomes infinite.    Hence

(96), and therefore the first term of (95), has this same property.    We have

now to prove the same for the second term of (95).

This term may be written in the form

1 r*
4nJ0

1      t   ,     ,  «.. v         /        ^ m sin 2 ( n + 1 ) t ,
{gix + 2t) - gix - 2t)}-\ 2T        dia; +- 2i ti/v     '      '      *v " sin2i

(98)
1  Cxß     x _   gjx - 2t)      t      sin 2(re + 1)¿

£ Jo    x + 2i       a; — 2<       sin t n sin f

The second term of (98) may readily be shown to approach zero uniformly

in(0<a;Sc)asn becomes infinite. It remains to consider the first term.

This term may be put in the form
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1   r'2j(i + 2í) - g(x - 2t)   sin2(n + l)t,
dt--f4xJ0 t n sin t

t — sin t        sin 2 ( n + 1 ) '
dt

i r{
(99)     -Ju   lf(« + *)-#(«-a)l(, + af)lihll-     nsini

1   r'2U(x + 2i)     ^(x-201
+ rB2x X x + 2t x + 2t

sin2(n + l)i
-;—:-dt.

n sin î

The second and third terms of (99) are readily seen to approach zero as a

limit uniformly in(0<xSic)asn becomes infinite. The first term requires

further consideration.

If in this term we integrate by parts, making use of (67), we obtain

1   L,    ,     n<,sm2(n + l)tY'2

l-[\tgi(x,2t)\

]

,2(n + l)cos2(n + l)t

-ssi-
sin 2 ( n + 1 ) t cos t '

dt

(100) _ gi(x,x)sin (n + l)x

2n sin \x

4-2(1+- )-  f   gi(x,2t)^—cos 2 (n-\-\)tdt
\        nJxJa    * sin t v

1   H"    t     ^tcost   sin2(n+l)<J,
-I     gi(x, 2t) —.—— •--.—-dt.

nxja    " sm t sin t

We are going to show that the right-hand side of (100) approaches zero uni-

formly for all values of x in the interval (0six<c)asn becomes infinite.

We must first establish an additional property of gi(x, u).

If we extend the region of definition of g(y) to the left of the origin by

setting g( — y) = — g(y), it s apparent from the third condition imposed

on g ( y ) in Lemma 6 that it possesses a zero derivative at the origin. Hence

gi ( 0, u ) approaches zero with u, and since gi ( x, u ) is a continuous function

of x for a fixed u > 0 and approaches a limit uniformly for all values of x in

(0<xS=c)asM approaches zero, it follows that we may make ^(x, u)

as small as we please if we choose x and u sufficiently small. Therefore we

may choose a positive ô corresponding to an arbitrary positive e, such that

the right-hand side of (100) is less in absolute value than € for all values of x

in ( 0 < x Si 5 ) and all values of n. Then being fixed, we may choose m

so large that this same expression is less in absolute value than e for ( 5 < x
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= c) and values of n S to.* Hence it follows that the right-hand side of

(100), and therefore the first term of (99), approaches zero uniformly in

(0 < x ^ c) as n becomes infinite. Therefore (99) and hence (98), or the

second term of (95) has this same property.

We have now shown that each term of (95) approaches a limit uniformly

in(0<a; = c)asn. becomes infinite. Hence (95), and therefore (94), has

this property. Since (94) is part of (93) and the other part has this property,

it follows that (93) has it. Therefore the second term of (91) is the general

term of a series that is uniformly summable (Cl)in(0<a;S=c). Since

we previously showed that the first term was the general term of such a series,

it follows that (91), and therefore the first term in (90), has this same property.

Hence our lemma is proved for the first term of (90) and, as pointed out before,

the proof for the second term is analogous.

12. Lemma 10.    The series whose general terms are

(101) ( — 1)" cos rc«;,        ( - 1)" sin mrx,

are uniformly summable ( C 1 ) in the interval (0Si^c<l).

We may find the sum of the first n terms of each of these two series by first

finding the sum of the first n terms of the series whose general term is

( — 1 )n einrx and then taking the real and imaginary parts respectively for

the two sums we wish to obtain.   We thus find for the two sums in question

the expressions

1 cos mrx + cos (n + l)wx

-2+C-D-        2(1 + cos ira;) '
(102)

— sin irx + ( — 1 )n{sm nirx + sin (n + 1 ) irx]

2(1+ cos irx )

From these expressions we readily obtain for the arithmetic mean of the first n

sums in each of the two cases the following results

1     cos 7ra; + ( — 1 )n+1 cos (n + \)irx

~2^~~ 2n(\ + cos TX ) ~'

(103)
sin irx sin irx + ( — 1 )n+1 sin (n + l)irx

2(1+ cos irx ) 2n ( 1 + cos irx )

It is easy to see that each of the two expressions in (103) approaches a limit

uniformly in the interval (0 ^ x ë c < 1).    Our lemma is therefore proved.

Lemma 11.    The series whose general terms are

(104) n cos nx I    y sin ny dy,        n sin nx I    y sin ny dy
Jo Jo

are uniformly summable in the interval (0 = x = c < ir).

* In connection with the second term on the right-hand side of (100) we need to apply

here Lemma 4.
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By means of the transformation ny = z, the integrals in (104) may be

reduced to a form that is readily integrated, whence it is seen that the two

expressions in (104) reduce to

ir[(— l)n+1 cos rax],        w[ ( - l)n+1 sin rax].

It follows from Lemma 10 and a change of variable that each of these two

expressions is the general term of a series that is uniformly summable in the

interval (0sixSic<7r). Hence the expressions in (104) have the same

property, and our lemma is proved.

Lemmas on the uniform convergence of certain types of

trigonometric series.   §§ 13-14

13. Lemma 12.    The series whose general terms are

(108)
/*W /»IT

ra cos rax I    y cos nydy,       ra sin rax I   y cos ny dy
Jo Jo

are uniformly convergent in the interval (0sixSic<7r).

By means of the transformation used in Lemma 11 we are able to evaluate

the integral in each of the terms of (108). These terms reduce thus to the

form

(109) (-1)»^,       (-1)»'™.
raw

We have shown in Lemma 10 that the series whose general terms are the

expressions in (101) are uniformly summable (C 1) in the interval (0 Si x

Si c < 1 ). From a combination of this fact, a change of variable, and the

theorem of M. Riesz referred to in § 6, we are able to infer at once the truth

of our lemma.

14. Lemma 13.    The series whose general term is

(110) xp cos rax |    sin ray dy,
Jo

where p is any positive constant, is uniformly convergent in the interval (0 Si x

£c<r).

On evaluating the integral in (110), this expression reduces to the form

( — 2x'> cos rax )/ra when ra is odd, and to zero when ra is even. Hence the

proof of our lemma resolves itself into establishing the uniform convergence

of the series
,„,,,.. , xp cos 3x , x*" cos 5x ,
(111) x" cos x +-g-+-g-+ • •.

in the interval in question.
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We consider first the series

(112) sin x + sin 3x + sin 5x +

By the device of summing the first n terms of the geometric series e" + e3ix

+ e5'* + • • • and taking the pure imaginary part of that sum we obtain for

the sum of the first n terms of (112), provided x is such that sin x 4= 0,

..,.,„ 1     cos 2fix

<113> 2-Ysïn^-
But since

J"                        cos nx
sinnxdx=- (n = 1, 3, 5, ••• ),

x n

we hav

"»^r1    cos(2m + l)x       Jit     x\ f*'2 cos 2nx ,
(115)        Z x"-5-ii        = x>   7 - ö    - x" \      !>—■-dx-

~0 2m + 1 \4     2) Jx     2smx

It is apparent from the theorem of Lebesgue referred to in § 4 that the second

term on the right-hand side of (115) approaches zero for any value of x > 0.

If we can show that for any given positive e we can choose n so large that this

term is less in absolute value than e for all values ofxin(0<xSic<ir),

our lemma will be established.*

We have

„,„, I      r"/2cos2wxJ  I r*l2dx I",     x     ,       "I
(116> Kl     2¿ñrxdx\<x9)x     -=4log2-logx].

We may therefore choose a S such that the second term of (115) is less in

absolute value than e when (0 < x Si 5 ), for all values of n. Then, S being

fixed, we may choose an m so large that this same term is less in absolute

value than e when (8<xSic<7r) and n S m.f Hence, as pointed out

before, our lemma is established.

Lemma 14.    The series whose general term is

(117) xp sin nx I    sin ny dy,

where p is any positive constant, is uniformly convergent in the interval (0 si x

Sic < it).

* The convergence of the series for x = 0 is obvious, since each term is equal to zero in

that case.

t This follows from the relationship

J*»/2 cos 2rax ,             sin 2nx   ,   1   f"!2 sin 2nx ,
-;-dX =   — -.-;-r- -7-   I         —r-;-COS X OX,

x      sin x                4n sin x     4n "x     sin* x

obtained from an integration by parts.
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If we evaluate the integral in (117), we find that the proof of our lemma

reduces to proving the uniform convergence of the series

(118)
x9 sin 3a;     x" sin 5x

x" sin x +-=-1-1-h

in the interval in question.

We consider first the series

(119) cos x + cos 3x + cos 5x +

By the device of the previous lemma we obtain for the sum of the first n terms

of (119)
(120) SÍn 2™

2 sin x
But since

(121)

we have

r<2            ,        Tsin nxl"12
cos nxdx =    -       =

Jx L      n     Jx

(_l)(n-i)/2     sin rax

(n=l,3,5, •••)'

„„«x    m^_I r     C- 1 )m sin (2to + 1 )x"| r"i2sin 2nx ,
122       Z      x>\       '    - x"-\     7\ = x" 7r-.-dx.

5   L    2w | 1 2m + 1       J Jx     2 sin x

Equation (122) furnishes a fresh proof of the well-known fact* that the series

(118) without the factor x", converges to a constant value for all values of x

between 0 and w.   We shall use it further to prove the convergence of (118)

to be uniform in the interval (OS îëc <ir).

We have from (122)

(123)

m^-i     (- l),_y  psin (2to + l)x

¿o Xfi2m+ 1"   ho X'~     2to+1
C"'21 ,

x" I      -dx
J*     x

= x" I log I - log X    .

Given an arbitrary positive €, we may choose 5 so that the right-hand side of

(123) is less in absolute value than ^ e for all values of x such that ( 0 < x si 5 ).

We may then choose an Toi so that for the same values of x and all values of

n S Toi the first summation on the left-hand side of (123) differs from the

value to which it converges, \-kx? , by less than §e.   Then we have

(124) J7TX" -    13    X"
sin ( 2to + 1 ) x

2to + 1
< é

\   n _: mi   /

Now, 5 being fixed, we may choose an m2 so large that the right-hand side of

(122) is less in absolute value than |e for all values of xin(5^ix==c) and

* Cf. Byerly, Fourier's Series, etc., p. 39.
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all values of ra == m2,* while the summation corresponding to the first term

on the left-hand side of (122) differs from j^x* by a quantity less in absolute

value than ^e.    Then we have

(125)
. "^T1     sin(2m+l)x
\ttx> -   E   x"-\

ZZo ,2m 4- 1
<   €

/ S^x^c\

\   n^mt   ) '

Taking to as the larger of the two numbers To! and to2 , we have from a com-

bination of (124) and (125)

(126)
m^T'     sin ( 2to + 1 ) x

\-K7f -   Z   ar"
m=0 2to + 1

/0 < xSic < *\
<e        \        n^m        )

Our lemma is therefore proved since the convergence of the series for x = 0

is obvious.

Further lemmas on the uniform summability of certain

types of series.    §§ 15-17

15. Lemma 15. If <f>iy) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2 and if further-

more xiy) = ^y 0(2/) satisfies the fourth condition imposed ongiy)in Lemma 6

and the second and third conditions imposed on giy) in Lemma 7, then the

functions

"Jytiy) cos iqy - a), Vy 0(t/) sin iqy - a),
(loU) _

Tly<piy)y2 cos iqy - a),        Vy 0 ( y ) y2 sin iqy - a),

will satisfy the conditions imposed on giy) in Lemmas 6 and 7.

We will consider only the first function of (130) since the proof for the

other functions is analogous. From the fact that 0 ( y ) satisfies the conditions

of Lemma 2, it is readily apparent that the first function of (130) satisfies the

first three conditions of Lemma 6 and therefore the first condition of Lemma 7.

If we represent this function by F ( y ), we have

Fiy 4-2t) - 2Fiy) 4-Fiy - 2t)

= cos iqy - a)[x(y + 2<) - 2X(y) + xiy ~ »)]
(131)

- 2 sin qt sin iqy + qt - a)[xiy 4- 2t) - xiy ~ %)]

— 4 sin2 qt cos ( qy — a) xiy — 2< ).

Fiy + 2t) -Fiy-2t) = cos (qy - a) [x(y + 2i) - X(V - »)]

(132) - 2 sin qt sin iqy - qt - a) xiy ~^t)

— 2 sin qt sin iqy 4- qt - a) xiy 4- 2t).

From these two equations and the conditions imposed on x i y ) it is readily

* That this is possible follows from an integration by parts in the integral on the right-

hand side of (122) similar to that given in a previous footnote for the integral on the right-

hand side of (115).
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inferred that F ( y ), or the first function in (130), satisfies the fourth condition

imposed on g ( y ) in Lemma 6 and the second and third conditions imposed

on g (y) in Lemma 7.    Hence the present lemma is established.

We find it convenient to introduce here the following notation,

(133) $n(x) = A cos [(nir + q)x — a] + 5 [sin (nw + q)x — a].

We are now ready for the proof of the following lemma :

Lemma 16.    The series whose general terms are

n$n(x)  I   Vy <p (y) cos (qy - a) cos niry dy,
Jo

n$n(x) I   Vy <p (y) sin (qy - a) sin niry dy,

(134) J\
*n(x)  I   —f=~(y2 + b) sin (qy - a) cos niry dy,

Jo     yy

$n ( x)  I   —pr- (y2 + b) cos (qy - a) sin niry dy,
Jo     \y

will be uniformly summable ( C 1 ) in the interval (0 <x = c < 1), provided

<p(y) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 15.

We will carry through the proof only for the first term in (134), since the

proof for the other terms is analogous. If we substitute in this term for

«$„ ( x ) its value, it takes the form

{.¡4 cos (qx — a) + B sin (qx — a)}n cos nixx

X       ^¡y d, (y) cos (qy — a) cos niry dy
Jo

+ {B cos (qx — a) — A sin (qx — a)}n sin nirx

X   I    Vy <p ( y ) cos ( qy — a ) cos niry dy.
Jo

Since <p ( y ) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 15, it follows from that lemma

that '^yip(y) cos (qy — a) satisfies the conditions of Lemmas 6 and 7.

Hence from these lemmas and a change of variable we infer that the series

whose general terms are

n cos ii7rx  I    Vy (p ( y ) cos ( qy — a ) cos niry dy
0

<p(x) cos (qx — a) C ,
-¡=-n cos riTX I y cos niry dy,

(136) 4* Jo

n sin nirx I    Vy <p ( y ) cos ( qy — a ) cos niry dy
Jo

fJo

<p(x) cos (qx — a)
-n sin nirx I   y cos niry dy,

Vx
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are uniformly summable (C 1 ) in the interval (0<x^c<l). From

Lemma 12 and a change of variable we infer the same property for the series

whose general terms are the second terms of the expressions in (136). Hence

it follows that the series whose general terms are the first terms in (136) have

this property and therefore that the series whose general term is (135) has the

same property.    Thus our lemma is proved.

16. Lemma 17. If the series 1^Un(y) is uniformly summable ( C 1 ) or uni-

formly convergent in the interval (b < y 5i d), then the series Z^,Un(y)fn(x),

where

fn(x) = 1 (n = 1,2, ••-,m + l);

(137) /»(*)= -r-T (n-m + 2,m + 3,.--),
wx*

a being a positive constant and m being used to represent the largest integer such that

( 0 < mx < a ), will be uniformly summable ( C1 ) or uniformly convergent respec-

tively, in the region (b < y = d; 0 <x^=c), where c is any positive constant.

For the case of convergence the proof follows readily from Abel's lemma.

For the case of summability the lemma may be proved by showing that

the functions (137) satisfy, throughout the interval (0 < x ^ c) the conditions

of a theorem* due to G. H. Hardy. These conditions require that a positive

constant K exist such that

(138) £ (n + 1 ) | A2/n (x) | < K,       "f | A/„ | < K,
n=ft n=n

for all values of u and v and all values of x in ( 0 < x s= c ).    It will only be

necessary to establish the first inequality in (138), since by virtue of a lemmaf

due to Bromwich the second is a consequence of the first.

It is readily seen that the first inequality is equivalent to

(139) £(»+1)1 A2/„(x)| <K (0<*<c).
B=l

Moreover,

X(n + l)lA2/n(x)l = (m + l)(l-(m+fl;^2^2)

I / a1!2 \

+ im + 2)\{1-(m + 2y<2^)

( a1'2_a1!2 \|

V(to + 2)1'2x1/2     (m + Sy^^Jl

i_al/2   V    <    -LlJ   1 1 1 1

(140)

2(re + l)1/2^(n + 2)1/2

*Cf. Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, ser. 2,

vol. 4 (1906), p. 263, Theorem 2a 1. Hardy does not prove the theorem for the case where

the original series has variable terms, but the necessary modifications are obvious.

tCf.  Mathematische Annalen, vol. 65 (1908), p. 361.
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But we have, since tox<<iS(to+1)x

a1'2 a1'2 a1'2

(to + 2)1'2 a;1'2     to1" x1'2     (to + 2)1'2 x1'2

(141)
a1'2{(TO + 2)1/2 - to1'2} Ki

to1'2 (to + 2)1'2 x1'2     ^(to+1)'

n,9, 1_i (to + 3)1/2-(to + 2)1'2        K2
U*4/       /.    I    OUlU/î UX1WU/! (m _l_ OM/2/™ _L Q\l/2~l/2  <-(m + 2)1'2x1'2     (to + S)1'2^2     (to + 2)1/2(to + 3)1'2x1/2     to +1 '

IMIH-l

(143)

1    ,+    '1     ^
^ „¿1-2 (W + l ) \ »1/2 ~ 2 (n + 1 )1'2 "•" (ii + 2)1'2 J

K,   f, I Ks f        dx       _ K3 K3
< x1/2 n±+2 i n + 1 )3'2 < X1'2 Jm+1 ( x + 1 )*/2 " X1'2 ( TO + 2 ^ <  a '

where K\, K2, and i^3 are positive constants. Combining these three in-

equalities with (140), the inequality (139) follows at once and our lemma is

proved.

17. Before proceeding to the proof of the next lemma we find it convenient

to make certain reductions and introduce certain new notations. From the

asymptotic expansion* for J\ (Xx), equations (9), (11), and

xd/ i x, n )
(144) sin (X„x — a) = sin [imr + q)x — a] +-,

which is readily derived in the same manner as (11), we obtain

JyiKx) = c6„(x) +w3/23.1/2(^2 cos linir + q)x - a]

k
(145) + ¿4x[sin inw + q)x - a]} + ^5,2 3,3/2 sin [(ot + q)x - a]

tjx,n)     fjx.n)     ^(X„x)
+    n5/2 g.1/2    +    nl/2 j.3/2    "I"   X6/2 3^/2   »

where the k's represent constants and

<i>nix) =   u2  1/2cos[(nir + q)x - a]

a«,
+ nZl2x3ß^[(nT + a)X  - «1-t

We also set

* Cf. formula 48 of Transactions I.

t Here also the k's représent constants.
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— k\ k3
(147)  <pn(x) = ^cos [(rnr + q)x - a] +^gy2sin [(nir + q)x - a].

We are now ready for the proof of the following lemma :

Lemma 18.    The series

W1-.   ,  Cx   r-    .   .cos. ..cos.
2^ «M*)  I    1y<t>(y)   -(qy - a)j   .  jirydy
j=l %JQ Mil Sill

+   £   <t>j(x)  I    \^<p(y)C°\qy-a)jC^jirydy
j=m+2 Jo sin sin

(148)

2,  <t>i(x)       —r-(y2 + b)(qy-a).jwydy
j=i Jo     Vy cos sin

L   Y*  JL (   \ C^(y) / 2  .  ».>> sin / \cos ■     j
+   ¿^ <t>j(x)       —r-(y2 + b)(qy-a).jTydy,

j=m+2 i/o      vy cos sin

where m has the same significance as in Lemma 17, will be summable ( C 1 )

in the interval (0<x = c<l), provided <f>(y) satisfies the conditions of

Lemma 15.

We will consider only the first series in (148), since the proof for the other

series is analogous. It is readily seen that the former series may be obtained

by introducing the functions/« (x) defined by (137) as factors of the successive

terms of the series

00     _ /»

(149) H<t>j(x) I   ->iy<p(y) cos (qy - a)j cos jirydy.
i=\ Jo

But, by Lemma 16, this latter series is uniformly summable ( C 1 ) in the

interval (0<x==c<l), and hence by Lemma 17 the first series in (148)

is uniformly summable ( C 1 ) in this same interval.

Lemma 19.    The series whose general terms are

t ,\     \  C\r ±t   -, cos (qy - a) cos niry
nJv(\nx) I    \y<b(y)   .    . .   . dy,

Jo sin ( qy — a ) sin niry  y '

(150)
t r*   \ l <t>(y), 2 i ■.-,sin (w ~ a)cos niryj

n«/„(Xnx)  I   —¡=-(2/2 + b)       , .    . dy,
Jo     yy J cos (qy - a) sm niry *'

will be uniformly summable (C|) in the interval (0 < Ci si x S c2 < 1),

provided <j>(y) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 15 in the interval (0 < y = c2) .

We will consider only the first expression in (150), since the treatment of

the other cases is analogous. If we substitute for J„ (X„x) the value given

by (145), the resulting expression may be written in the form
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(151)

—1/2 -1,2  cos (qx — a) cos nirx I    4y d> (y ) cos (qy — a) cos niry dy

km + k2 f1
-1/2   i/2  sin (gx — a) sin ri7rx I   yq>(y) cos (qy — a) oos nir?/ «?/

í»       1     £•. ív«)¿

-)-f^j—¡^- {sin (</x — a) cos nirx + cos (gx — a) sin mrx}

l(x,n)
„3/2 ^5/2   •

X  I    ^y<p(y) cos (qy — a) cos ?i7n/dy +
Jn

The last term of (151) is obviously the general term of a series that is uni-

formly convergent in the interval in question and therefore uniformly summable

( C % ) there.    It remains to consider the other terms.

We know from Lemmas 15, 6, and 7 that the series whose general terms are

OÍ (^n cos ri7TX I    I -\y <p (y ) cos (qy — a)

- y--7=—       - ) cos niry dy,

(152)

<p(x) cos (qx — a)\

n sin nirx I    ( ~4y <p (y) cos (qy — a)

<p(x) cos (qx — a) \
- y--p-1 cos niry dy,

are uniformly summable ( C 1 ) in the interval (0 < x Si c2 ). We know from

Lemmas 15 and 12 that the series whose general terms are

(153) n cos 717TX I   y cos niry dy,       n sin ri7rx I   y cos niry dy,
Jo Jo

are uniformly summable ( C 1 ) in that same interval. Combining these

facts and making use of the theorem of Riesz referred to in § 6, we readily

infer that the first, second, and third terms of (151) are the general terms of

series that are summable (C|) in the interval (0 <cxSixSic2). Since

the fourth term has this same property, so also does the whole expression

(151), or the first expression in (150). As the treatment of the other expres-

sions is analogous, our lemma may be regarded as established.

Lemmas on the behavior of certain summations of

terms.    §§ 18-19

18. Lemma 20.    If a is the first positive root of the equation

(154) ^cos (ttü - a) +^sin (ttî) - a) = 0,
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where ki and k3 are the k's of equation (146), then corresponding to an arbitrary,

positive e, an integer p and a positive S exist such that the expressions

•v?  n — j + 1     .   s  r   r    *   s cos . N . cos .      ,
2.-0;(ar)       %0(i/)   .   (qy - a)j  .  jrydy,

j=m-ii ra j0 sin sin

(155)
<S  n - j + 1 rl<piy), 2 ,  , x sin cos.

Ä-ra""^(:r) J„   ~^(2/ + 6)cob(w - a> sin"**'

where 0,(x) ii defined by (146) arad m i> ¿Ae greatest integer such that (0 < tox

< a) ,* are less in absolute value than e throughout the interval (0 < x Si b)

when ra ̂  p, provided <t>iy) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 15.

We find it convenient to begin by deriving certain properties of the functions

0„(x) defined by (147), the a of that equation being taken as the a of the

present lemma. Since a is a root of (154) and since mx <aSi (to+ 1)x,

we have
|2ÄTi   .   r-7r{(m + 1 )x + a] + qx

|0m+l(x)|  Si 7i/2 sm
r7r{(m + l)x + a] + qx

L-2-«J
tt{(to + 1)x — a} +gx|

2
(156)

X sin

+
2Ar3       [ Tr{im + l)x + o} + qx

aW C0S L-2-" J

.   it{(to + l)x - a\ 4- qx\     Pi
X sin -=-   < — ,

Z TO

where Pi is a positive constant, since the second factor in each term of the

second member of (156) is easily seen to be of order 1/to. Similarly we may

establish

(157) |0m+2(x)i <^2,

where P2 is a positive constant.

If we set
ki
a

(158) A(c) = -^j2 cos iirv — a) + -^¿sin (x» — a),

we have from the definition of <pi(x)

(159)

0j(x) = A(jx) - — sin ijir 4- hq)x - a] sin*-^

.  2Ar3 . .   ax
+ "3^2 cos [ Ox + Î9) * - «] sln "77 »

* It should be understood that when ( m + 2 ) > n, there are no terms in the expressions

(155).
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whence

(160) Afr(x) = Ah(jx)+x2ti(x,j)     ('/=*; (} i < ? )'

(161) A20y(x) = A2h(jx) + x3*2(x,j) (,/L(r;i,)i,<.*4)'

B3 and J54 being positive constants.    Furthermore we have

(162) \h(jx) -h((j + l)x)\ <Bsx C/-1,3,8, •••),

(163) |A(»|<fl, (¿-1,2,3, •••),

where 56 and 56 are positive constants.

We will give the proof only for the first expression in (155), since the dis-

cussion for the other cases is analogous. Let us represent by S ( x ) the value

to which the first series in (148) is summable, and let us consider the series

obtained from that series by substituting for the first term that same term

minus S ( x ). This series will be uniformly summable ( C 1 ) to the value

zero in the interval (0 < x Si c ). Hence if we use ey ( x ) to represent Sj ( x )/j,

where S¡(x) stands for the sum of the first j sums of j terms of this series,

it is apparent that ey (x) approaches zero uniformly in this interval and there-

fore, corresponding to an arbitrary positive e, we may choose p > 2 and

such that

(164) |ey(x)| <1 = 21i + 2B1 + B2 + £4o3 + 2(r + l)(ß5a + fi6)

+ 2[53a2 + 2(n + l)56]}

/   j^p   \
\0 <x<c)'

where the B's are the B's of (156), (157), (160), (161), (162), and (163), and
r and ri represent respectively the number of times that h" ( v ) and h' ( v )

change sign in the interval ( 0 < v < 2a ). Then, p being fixed, we choose

S < a/p and < c, and so small that

(165) E{i^(a;)A2^y(x)T^ey(x)A^y(x)fj<i,   (n.°i^2,f,'...)•

which we may do in view of the fact that A2<pj(x) and A<pj(x) approach

zero with x uniformly for all values of j, and ey ( x ) remains finite for all values

of j and all values of x in the interval (0 < x Si c ).

Since the series we are considering is uniformly summable ( C 1 ) to zero

in the interval ( 0 < x Si c ), the expression

| l>i(x) J    Jy<t>(y) cos (qy - a) cos irydy - S(x) |

J=m+i n _  •   i   j _ C1    r
(166) +   Z)-<t>j(x) I    Vy<p(y) cos (qy - a)jcosjirydy

y=2 "> Jo
j—n    M   _    •     i     -l /%l

+   H-<Pj(x) j    4y<p(y) cos (qy - a)j cos jnydy
y=m+2 "• Joy=m+2

Tram. Am. Hath. Sec. 10
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can be made less in absolute value than § e for all values of n greater than a

certain fixed integer and for all values of x in ( 0 < x Si b ). If we can show

that the same is true for the sum of the first two terms of (166), it will follow

that the third term can be made less in absolute value than e for all values

ofxin(0<xSi5) and all values of ra greater than a fixed integer, and our

lemma will be proved.

The çth term of the expression formed from the first two terms of (166)

may be replaced by (ge,(x) - 2 (g - 1) e9_i (x) + (g - 2) e„_2(x)),

where we write e_i ( x ) = e_2 ( x ) = 0. If we make this substitution, drop

the parentheses, and rearrange the terms so that terms involving the same

subscript for the e's are brought together, we obtain

(167)

|Tj«j(*)A»(W     i + 1tiix))

yy — yn_ *r — jn   —  1 _

+ (to + l)em+i(x)—-— 0m+i(x) - TO«m(x)-0„n_2 (x),

Moreover, since

(168) ¿??—L+ x) =^A0i+i(x)+re-^f— A20,(x),
ft lb

the first term of (167) takes the form

ra
(169) Z\jej(x)

We have from (161)

1A20y(x)+|ey(x)A0,+i(x)}.
n

(170)

But

(171)

j=m j—m

Z ¿6,-(x)A20y(x) =  Z j*iix)A2hiJx)
j=p+i j=p+i

J=m

+ ar3 Z jejix)tiix,j).
j=p+i

m=l

*3 Z) jejix)tiix,j)
J=p+1

j=m

< Bi nx3 Z j < Bi nm2 x3 < Bia3 v,
j=p+i

and if pi, Pi, "•, p„ represent the values of j at which A2 A(jx) changes

sign and we set p + 1 = po and to = p,+i, we have from (162) and (163)

i=0
vZ

i=PM

ZjA2hijx)
i=Pi

Z jey(x)A2A(ix)
J=p+i

n79,        = vZ\pi\h(pix) - h(ipi4-í)x)} 4- h(ipi + l)x)

-Pi+i{h((p^i4-l)x)-h(ip^i4-2)x)} - h((pm + l)x)\

< r,(s + 1)2 (P6a + P6) Si2(r + l)(P6a + P6)n,
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since obviously s si r.    Combining (170), (171), and (172), we have

(173) Zjey(x)Ä2^(x) < {Biai + 2(r + í)(Bba + Bo)U

(0 < x Sic),

By means of a similar discussion, making use of (160) and (163), we obtain

for the second term in (169) the inequality

(174)

j=m

Z j(j(x)à(t>i+i(x)
j=p+\

<2{53a2 + 2(ri + l)Äs}»7   (0<*sic).

We have, moreover, from (156) and (157)

(175)   \(m + l)em+i(x)~4>m+i(x)\ <2B1r1, mem(x)<t>m+2(x)\ < B2r).

Combining (175) with (174), (173), (169), and (165), we find that (167) is

less in absolute value than \ e for values of x in the interval ( 0 < x Si 5 ).

Thus, as pointed out before, our lemma is proved.

19. Lemma 21.    Given an arbitrary positive e, we can choose a p and a 8 such

that the expressions

»i

(176)

where

i=m+2

z
j=m+2

'j(x)  I    y^<j>(y) ^n(qy - a)j ^jirydy,
Jo sin sin"

? n-j + 1 rl <p(y) sin cos .

~n-Fí{x) X  ~~lfiy + 6)cos(^ - a) sin3wydy'

(177) ^(x) =^372^72{Ä;2Cos[(n7r + a)x-a]

+ kt x sin [ ( nir + q ) x — a ]},

and to is defined as in Lemma 20,* are less in absolute value than e in the interval

(0 < x Si 5) when n S p, provided <p(y) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 15.

We will carry through the proof only for the first expression in (176), since

the proof for the other cases is analogous.

We begin by defining

(178) Fj(x) = —Yß {k2COs[(nir + q)x — a] + ktxsin[(nw + q)x — a]} .

The series

(179) JlFj(x) I    yi/<p(y) cos (qy - a)j cos jirydy
j=i Jo

is by Lemma 16 and the theorem of Riesz referred to in § 6, uniformly con-

vergent in the interval (0 < x Si c).    Hence by Lemma 17 the series

* See also footnote to the statement of this lemma.
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j=m+1 _

(180)

X  Fj(x)  I    Jy <f> (y) eos (qy - a)j eos jirydy
j=i Jo

+   X  Fj(x)  I    \y <j> (y) eos (qy - a)j eos jwydy
;'=m+2 Jo

is uniformly convergent in the interval (0 < x Si c ).    We choose u so large

that in the series (180)

T,Uj(x)(181) < €, (n > ?=:>»),

M; (x) representing the jth term of (180). Then we choose 5 íi a/u, so that

for any point in (0 < x == 5), (m + 2) i= a/x l£ a/5 =S u. Under these

conditions we have

(182) X   Uj(x)
j-m+2

From (182) and Abel's lemma, it follows that the first expression in (176)

satisfies the desired inequality.

Uniform summability of the development in the neighborhood

of the origin.    §§ 20-21

20. Before taking up the proof of the next lemma, we find it convenient to

make some further reductions.    From (145), (177), the identity

(183) A2 gn /„ = gn A2 /„ + 2Agn A/n+i + /n+2 A2 gn,

and the use of the Law of the Mean for derivatives, we have

(184) A2J,(X„x) = A2<p„(x) + A2P„(x) +7i„(x),

where

nans or   \      ^(*' n)     \p(x,n)     t(x,n)
{ ' itnt.X;   —       6/2     1/2    ~r"    n7/2 ¡j.3/2   +    ^9/2^5/2   ■

Similarly, using the identity

(186) Agnfn = gn A/„ + /„+i Agn,

we obtain

(187) AJ„(X„x) = A<p„(x) + AP„(x) +S„(x),
where

nas\ « f   x     *K*,n)     ^(x,n)
\10ÎV On(X;   —    w5/2a,3/2   T    ^7/2^/2    '

We will also find it convenient to derive a few preliminary inequalities that

will be of use in the proof of the next lemma. From the definitions of <p„ (x)

and <t>n(x), given in (146) and (147), and the inequalities (156) and (157),

we obtain for values of m and x such that mx <a3i(m + l)x, where a is

defined as in Lemma 20, the following relations
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(189) \md>m+2ix)\ < Di,       |(to + l)c6m+1(x)| <D2,

where Di and D2 are positive constants. Furthermore, from the definition

of Fj ix), given by (177), we readily obtain for values of m and x such that

TOX <oS(to + 1)x

(190) \mFm+2ix)\<D\,       |(TO + l)Fm+1(x)| <D'2,

where D[ and D'2 are positive constants.    Finally we have

(191) |c6„(x)| <KU \Fnix)\<K2 (nx^a);

where Ki and K2 are positive constants.

Lemma 22.    The series whose general terms are

n«7„(X„x) j    Jy~4>iy)C*¡*iqy - a)C?\iry dy,
l/n ¡Mil bill

(192)
T t\      ^   C4>iy) i  2   i   ^.^ sin i \cos j

*/,(Xnx)  I   —Y~iy2 + b)       (qy - a)   .   nirydy,
*/Q "\y LUa &111

will be uniformly summable (C 1 ) in the interval (0 < x = c), provided d>iy)

satisfies the conditions of Lemma 15.

We will consider only the series whose general term is the first term in (189),

since the proof for the other cases is analogous. The series whose general

term is n times the integral in the first term of (189) is summable (C 1) by

Lemma 2. Let S be the value to which it is summable and let us replace the

first term of the series we are considering by that same term minus SJV (Xi x).

If we can establish the uniform summability of the resulting series in the

interval (0 <xSc), it is thereby proved that the original series has the

same property.

Let us represent by e,- the expression ( Sj/j — S ), where Sj indicates the

sum of the first j sums of j terms for the series summable to S. Then, given

an arbitrary positive e, we choose p so large that

(193)    \ej\ <v = 4{i + (2r + 2n + 5) C + 2 (r + 1 ) & do + ^ar&'2 (5a2

+ 10a + 12) M + Di + D\ + D2 + D¡ + Ki + K2]

U = p),

where r and rx represent the number of times that J'y ix) and J'v (x) respect-

ively change signs in the interval ( 0, 2a ), a having the same significance

as in Lemma 20, the D's and K's are as defined by (189), (190), and (191), d is

the upper limit of (Xn+i — X„), M is the upper limit of the functions ^ (x, n)

in (185) and (188), and C and Ci represent the maximum absolute value of

Jyix) and J'y i x ). Now, p being fixed, we choose pi > p and a positive

8 < c, such that the first expressions in (155) and (176) are each less in abso-

lute value than \t throughout the interval (0 < x S 8) for nS/ii, and so
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ÍLíl(»-Í + 1) A2 J,(X,s) + 2AJ,(Xyx)}
n j=1

[April

< rj    (O <x<i).

By Lemma 19 the series we are considering is uniformly summable ( C- § ),

and therefore ( C 1 ), in the interval ( ô Si x Si c ).   Hence we may choose

p2 so large that

(195) K(x) -<rn,(*)| <e ("isïff )•

where try ( x ) represents the arithmetic mean of the first j sums of the first j

terms of the series in question.    It remains to be shown that the same in-

equality holds for the interval ( 0 < x < 5 ).

We have

<T„(X)   =   (Ui - S)Jy(*lX)  + X)-Wy</„(Xyx),

where
y=2

U, =   I    ->ly<p(y) cos (qy-a) cos jirydy.
Ja

Furthermore, if in the above expression for an ( x ) we replace My by its value

(ey — 2ey_i + ey_2),* drop parentheses, and rearrange terms according to

subscripts of e, we obtain

(196)    ffn(x) =ñf5¿e><(»-¿ + l)AV,(X,a0 +2A^(Xy+ix)}

+ «n Jy(K+2X) .

Three cases will arise here, according as m, the greatest integer < a/x,

where a is the a of Lemma 20, is < p, lies between p and n, or is le n. We

will discuss only the second case, since this discussion virtually includes the

discussion of the other two cases.

If we represent by pi, p2 ; ■ • • , p, the values of j between p and m for

which A2 JF- ( Xy x ) changes sigh, and we set p = p0, m = p«+i, we have

Lj«ÎL-£±iAVr(M)  £,E   Zj^-^A^Xyx)
n n

(197)

<1»Z     ZjA2Jv(XyX)
«=0 I  y=pj

= *?I]| P»{^(Xp<x) - J„(Xp<+ix)} + J,(XPi+ix)

- PH-1 {Jv (^Pi+i+l X)  - J, (XPi+1+2 X ) }   - J, (XPi+1+i X ) I

<2(5+ l)(C + Cida)T,si2(r + 1)(C+ Cida)r;

(0 <x^i).

* In the case of the first term we replace ( «i — S ) by ei — 2«_i + «_2.   It is understood,

of course, that «_i = «_j = 0.
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A'so, if we represent by p'¡, p2, ■ ■ ■ , p'tl, the values of j between p and m at

which A«/„ (Xy+i x) changes sign, and we set p'0 = p, p',l+i = m, we have

E "«J AJ, (Xy+iX) <iZ E   AJ„(Xy+1x)

(198)
=   V   E   |   Jy (^p'i+\X)   -  Jv (Xp'<+1+1 X)

<2(ii + l)Cr/Si2(riTl)C7?

Moreover, we have from (184) and (187)

\ £ iey{(/i-i + l)A2J„(Xyx) + 2A^(XJ+ix)}
«■ y=m+l

(0 <xgS).

J   )"=»

(199)
= -   E J€y{(n-JTl)[A2<fc(x)TA2Fy(x)]

^j=m+l

+ 2[A<#,y+i(x)TAFy+i(x)]!

+    E        ~^-eyjÄy(x)+2    E   ey^Sy(x).
y=m+i »«■ y=m+2     n

But, from (185)

V  n-j + \     . I 4S  f     1 1 _1_1
2^ eijRj(x)    < ÍJÍ12     2^ -3/2     l/2 +  -5/2 -.3/2 + ,-7/2 r5/.

y=m+l "■ j=m+2 LJ       X J'    X > J       X      J

(200) < Ijlf
l(m+ 1

+
8

+
16

■])"4"2T3(ffl + l)3'2x3'2^5(m + l^x5'2

4(15a2 + 10a + 12) M

15a5'2

Also, from (188),

y=n

(201)

2 E iyfSy(x)
J=m+1

<2rjili

j=n r   i in

< 2ï7My=?+2 LF^ + Wx^ J
«_1
1)5/2 3^/2 J

16(5a + 6)M

3(m +l)3/2x3'2 ' 5(m + l 15a6'2        *■

It remains to consider the first summation on the right-hand side of (199).

If we rearrange this summation according to subscripts of <p and F, it takes

the form

E-\4>i(x) + Fj(x)\       <y d>(y) cos (qy - a) cos jirydy
n Jqy=m+2

(202)

n — m — 1
mem{<¿m+2(x) + Fm+2(x)}

72,  —  772,
H-(m + l)em+i{0m+i(x) + Fm+i(x)}

TV

tn{<Pn+<l(x)   + ^¡¡(x)}.
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We have already chosen pi and 5 so that for values of x in the interval (0 < x

=i b ) and values of ra ^ pi the summation in (202) should be less in absolute

value than \ e. Hence, making use of the inequalities (189), (190), and (191),

we see that the expression (202) is for values of x in the interval ( 0 < x Si 5 )

and values of ra = pi, less in absolute value than

I e 4- iDi 4- D'i 4- D2 4- D2 4- Ki 4- K2)r,.

Combining this fact with (196), (194), (197). (198), (199), (200), and (201),

we obtain

k„(x)| <|+{l + (2r + 2n + 5)C + 2(r + l)C1 da

4- |a-5/2 ( 5a2 + 10a + 12 ) M + 7>i + D{ + P2 + D2 + Tvj + K2 } r, = ^

(0 <x^ä\

V    n>^    )'
or

(203) \ant(x)-ani(x)\<e {nJlVJ:

Combining (203) with (195), we have

(204) K(x)-«rn2(x)|<e {¿¿if,)*

where we have chosen for p the larger of pi and p2. Our lemma is therefore

proved.

21. We are now ready to prove the following theorem :

Theorem II. If fix) is such that 0(x) = fix) —/(0) satisfies the con-

ditions of Lemma 15, the development of fix) in Bessel's functions of order

v i v S; 0 ) will be uniformly summable ( C \ ) in the interval ( 0 Si x Si c ),

provided v = 0or/(0) = 0.

In view of Lemma 1 the general term of the development (12) may be

written in the form

( Mi Vra H—j2 J Jv (X„ x) I   Vx 0 (x) cos {(rax + g)x — a\dx

205) H—pJ„(X„x)  I   —p.- (x2 + 6) sin {(rax + g)x — ajdx
\ra i/o     \x

+ (^l)«^4/(0)^%^+^-)J,(X„x)+rnJ,(Xnx)?

where rn is the general term of an absolutely convergent series. We see at

once from Lemmas 22, 2, and 3, and the theorem of M. Riesz referred to in

the proof of Theorem I, that the first two terms of (205) are the general terms
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of series that are uniformly summable ( C 5 ) in the interval ( 0 Si x Si c ).

The last term is obviously the general term of a series that has the same

property and the fourth term is zero under the conditions of our theorem.

The uniform convergence in(0sixSic)of the series of which the third term

is the general term has been established in the course of the proof of Lemma 2

of Transactions II. For if we take c = 1 in the first expression of (51) of

that paper, this expression reduces to the third term of (205), except for a

constant factor.

Since each term of (205) is the general term of a series that is uniformly

summable (C|)in(0SixSic), the whole expression has the same property,

and our theorem is proved.

Value of the development.    §§ 22-24

22. We will now show that under the conditions imposed on / ( x ) in the

previous sections the value to which the development is summable at the

origin and uniformly summable in the neighborhood of the origin, will be/(x).

We begin by proving some lemmas.

Lemma 23. If the function F(x) has a Lebesgue integral in the interval

( 0 Si x Si it ), the series whose general terms are

1 [ cos       r» sin
- {   .   nx I    b ( x )      nxdx
n I sin     J0 cos

(206)
1 f cos       f » cos      ,
- \   .   nx I    r (x)   .   nxdx \
n [ sin     J0 sin J

will be summable (C, k > 0) almost everywhere in the interval (0 Si x = w)

and may be multiplied by a function of bounded variation and integrated term

by term in this interval.

Since, by virtue of the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem* the integrals in (206)

approach zero as n becomes infinite, the expressions (206) are of the form

an cos nx, bn sin nx, where

lim nan = 0 =  lim nbn.
n—>oq n—>oo

Hence the various terms Of (206) are the general terms of the Fourier's series

of summable functions, and consequently in view of well-known theorems

are summable (C, k > 0) almost everywhere! and may be multiplied by a

function of bounded variation and integrated term by term over any interval.J

* See footnote, § 7.

f Cf. Hardy, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society,

ser. 2, vol. 12 (1913), p. 365.
î Cf. Young, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society,

ser. 2, vol. 9 (1910), p. 449.
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Lemma 24.     The series whose general term is

cos (qx - a) cos mxx I    Vx/(x) sin (qx - a) sin riTrxdx

(207) J" ,
+ sin (qx - a) sin nwx I    Vx/(x) cos (qx - a) cos nrxdx,

Jo

where f(x) is integrable (Lebesgue) in the interval (0, x) area" g area" a Aa»e the

same significance as in equation (15), will be uniformly convergent in the interval

(0 ^x ^ x).

The expression (207) may be written in the form (cf. Transactions I, page

412).
1 r1 -
2 I    Sx'f(x') sin[c(x + x') - 2a] sin nx(x + x')dx'

+ g I    ^x'f(x') sin a(x - x') sin rex(x — x')dx'.

Since, however,

sin z — sin ( re + 1 ) z + sin rez

(208)

X sin mz -
i 2 ( 1 — cos z )

sin z cos ( n + 5 ) z

4 sin2 §z 4 sin £z

the sum of the first re terms of the series whose general term is the second term

of (208) may be written in the form

1  C JZftf  Msing(x-x') sinx(x - x')
¿ ■Sx'f(x')-r-y-sr-T--^r-¿x'
8 J0 ' sin2§7r(x —x)

(210)   -|jf"  Vx7/ ( x' ) sm"|t((x -X'J) cos (re + è ) x cos (re + | ) x' dx'

+ 5 I    ^x'f(x') -r   i   ,-vTsin (re + |)xsin (re + §)x'dx'.
0 ,/0 »in 2n¿       x y

The first term of this expression is independent of re, and in view of Lemma 4,

the second and third terms approach zero uniformly in ( 0 =1 x Si 1 ) as re

becomes infinite. Hence the series whose general term is the second term of

(208) is uniformly convergent in this interval. It remains to prove the same

for the series whose general term is the first term in (208).

From (209) we have for the sum of the first re terms of this series

1  f1   r-7.,  /Nsin[Q(x + x") - 2a]sinx(x + x') J ,
öl   \x'/(x')-rri—~i—i—T\-dx'
8 J0 J K    ' sin2 \rr (x + x')

1 f1   rjj,   ,s sin[o(x + x') - 2a] , ,     .   ,.   ...
-Ô        <x'f(x')-?   i     ,          ,«      cos (re + |)xcos(re + §)x'dV

o ^/o sin 2x ix -f- x ,;

+ ^  r'^/(x')SÍn[J(^+51:2a]sin(re + e)xsin(re + |)x'¿x'.
S J0 Sin 27T (x -f- X )
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This expression may be shown to approach a limit uniformly in(OsixSil)

as ra becomes infinite, in the same way that this property was proved for (210),

provided we know that the expression sin [ g (x + x') — 2a]/sin § x (x + x' )

approaches a finite limit as x + x' approaches 2. But this has been shown to

be the case on page 415 of Transactions I.    Our lemma is therefore proved.

23. Lemma 25. If fix) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1, the series (12)

is summable / C, k > 0 ) almost everywhere in (0 < x Si 1 ) and may be multi-

plied by a function of bounded variation and integrated term by term over any

interval lying in this interval.

Since fix) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1, An may be replaced by the

expression on the right-hand side of (15). Making this substitution for A„

and replacing 7„(X„x) by its value as given by (145) and (146), we obtain

for the general term of (12) an expression which, in view of Lemmas 23 and

24 and the theorems about the Fourier's development of a summable function

referred to in the last footnotes, is the general term of a series that is summable

( C, k > 0 ) almost everywhere in the interval (0 < x Si 1 ) and can be multi-

plied by a function of bounded variation and integrated term by term over

any interval in this interval.   Thus our lemma is proved.

Lemma 26.    If fix) satisfies the conditions of Theorem II, the series

(211) ZAn'-^1
n=l An

will converge uniformly in the interval ( 0 Si x Si c ), provided v = 0or/(0) = 0.

We know from Theorem II that under the conditions of the present lemma

the series whose general term is An Jv(X„x) will be uniformly summable

(C, |) in the interval (0 Si x Si c).    Since, in view of (9), we have

1 = J_ , *i(»)
X„     rax ra2    '

it follows readily from this fact, the theorem of M. Riesz used in the proof of

Theorem I and the expression for An obtained in Lemma Í, that the series

(211) is uniformly convergent in the same interval.

In order to avoid the appearance of an exceptional case when the I and A

of equation (1) are such that Iv + A = 0, we follow the method employed by

us on previous occasions* and replace the series (12) by the series

(212) ZÄnFAKx),
n=l

where, as before,

* Cf., for example, Transactions I, pages 418-421.
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(213) Fyi\,x) =¿J,(Xx),       An=KAn,

and the X's are the roots, positive or zero, of the equation

(214) [l|^F(X,*) + *Fr(X,*)l      =0,

arranged in increasing order of magnitude. Since the series (212) is identical

with the series (12) except when Iv + h = 0, and in that case only differs

from it in the possession of an extra term that is finite and continuous,* all

that we have proved with regard to the summability, uniform summability

and term by term integrability with regard to (12), holds good with regard

to (212). Hence we infer from Lemma 25 that if fix) satisfies the conditions

of Lemma 1, the series (212) will be summable (C, k > 0) almost everywhere

in (0 < i = l) and may be multiplied by a function of bounded variation

and integrated term by term over any interval in that interval.

We are now ready to prove the following lemma :

Lemma 27. If fix) satisfies the conditions of Theorem II and x i x ) repre-

sents the function to which the series (212) is summable (C, k > 0) almost

everywhere in the interval (0<xSl),we have

(215) f xxix)Fyi\k,x)dx =  f xfix)Fyi\k,x)dx    (k = l, 2, 3, •••)•
Jo t/o

Since, as we have just pointed out, the series (212) may be multiplied by a

function of bounded variation and integrated term by term, we have the

equalities

(216)     f xxix)Fyi\k,x)dx = 2ZÄn f xFyiK,x)Fyi\h,x)dx
J¡ n = l US

(fc=l,2,3, •••),

where 5 is any positive number  < 1.    But we have (cf. Transactions I,

equation (113)) for all values of n + k

I   xFyi\n,x)Fyi\k,x)dx

=     ̂ Yk[x{\2nFyi\k,X)Fy+li\n,X)-\lFyi\nKX)Fy+1i-Kk,X)}^.

(217)

Moreover, since equation (1) may be thrown into the fo-m (id + A)JK(X)

= l\Jy+li\) (cf. Transactions I, page 397), it follows that \Jr+i (X)/J„ (X)

is constant for all values of X which are roots of (214) and hence, we see from

(213) that the right-hand side of (2171 vanishes at the upper limit. At the

* L. c, page 421.
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lower limit it takes the form

(218) \y\v ,\2     :r2\[Jy(r^k5)\nJv+i(\n8) — Xfc J„+i (X* 5) /,. (X„ 5) ],
AB A* (, A„ — At ;

and since from (213) An = r\nAn, and from Lemma 1, A„ = Vrë \¡/i ( n ), the

general term of the series on the right-hand side of (216) may be written in

the form

(219) •[^.^¿BgdîJ+fej.î.

We know from Lemma 26 that the expression (219) is the general term of a

series that is uniformly convergent in the interval ( 0 Si x Si c ). Hence the

series on the right-hand side of (216) converges uniformly in this interval, and

therefore we may let 5 approach zero. But in view of the fact that for the

different values of X* that enter, the functions Vx .F,, (X*, x) are orthogonal to

each other, all the terms but one on the right-hand side of (216) drop out,

and we obtain equation (215).

24. We are now ready to prove the following theorem :

Theorem III. If f(x) is such that <Mx)■ = /(x) — /(0) satisfies the

conditions of Lemma 15, and t/Xi, X2, X3, • • • are the roots, positive or zero, of

equation (214) arranged in increasing order of magnitude, then the series (212)

will be uniformly summable (C, |) to f(x) in the interval (0 Si x Si c), pro-

vided v = 0orf(0) = 0.

We know from Theorem II that under the conditions of the present theorem,

the series (12), and therefore the series (212), is uniformly summable (C,\)

in the interval in question. It remains to be shown that its value there is

fix).
We have from Lemma 27

(220) f x{x(x) -f(x)\Fv(^hx)dx = 0      (fc = 1,2,3, •••),
Jo

where x(x) is the function to which (212) is summable (C, k > 0) almost

everywhere in the interval ( 0 < x Si 1 ). If we add to the definition of x ( x )

by supposing it to be equal to the value to which the series (212) is summable

(C, \) at any points in the interval (0 Si x Si c) at which the series is not

summable (C, k > 0), the above equality is not altered, since we have at

most modified the integrand at points forming a set of measure zero. But

this further definition will serve to make x(x) continuous in the interval

(0 Si x Si c), since the series (212) is uniformly summable (C, 5) in that

interval.    Hence x(x) ~ f(x) is continuous there, and in view of a lemma
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proved by the writer in a previous paper* x(x) — f(x) = 0,orx(x) = f(x),

at all points of the interval (0 Si x Si c).    Our theorem is therefore proved.

* Cf. Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society,  2d series,

vol. 23 (1916), p. 25.

University of Cincinnati,

Cincinnati, Ohio.


